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The 2021 Budget

Ahead of today, the chatter was that there had been so much media pre-briefing that there wouldn’t

actually be anything left to announce. However, following a telling off by the Deputy Speaker for

excessive pre-announcements, the Chancellor rose to the Despatch box and delivered a Budget that

was rich in spending commitments and optimistic promises about the UK economy.

This Budget was defined in part by the OBR’s positive predictions about the economy, suggesting that

figures about unemployment, GDP growth and wage rises were all better than expected. This gave

more freedom for spending, and despite the Chancellor’s insistence that this was a ‘tax-cut’ budget, it

was much more focused around spending. Indeed, most of the tax cuts promised would in fact only

be introduced by the end of the current Parliament, and the media commentary has instead been

dominated by his headline grabbing spending promises.

The thrust of the Chancellor’s message was that investment into an innovative, high skilled economy

would lead to world-class public services and more help for working families. In addition to record

levels of investment into R&D and for high growth areas of the economy, there were also lots of

measures for public services. Notably, the highest levels of Government Department budgets this

century, an 8% cut to the Universal Credit taper rate and a £44bn increase to the Health Capital

Budget were particularly welcomed by Conservative MPs. But this did not quite hide the lack of

policies around environment, social care, education and policing.

Overall, this is a Budget that will be defined by what it promised to spend, rather than how much it

was saving. For a fiscally prudent Chancellor like Rishi Sunak, there’s the nagging feeling that this

Budget still felt particularly Johnsonian.



Key economic figures 
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Headline announcements
The 2021 Budget

During his Budget speech, Sunak announced a spending rise of £150bn across all Government

departments. Policy revelations centred around the cutting of taxes, reducing Government

borrowing and investing in local-based activity, a clear commitment to the Party’s conservative

economic roots. Announcements included:

– Jobs: Unemployment is expected to reach 5.2% next year, lower than the 11.9% previously

predicted. The Chancellor also unveiled an increase in national living wage to £9.50 per hour.

– Tax: Sunak unveiled a review of Business Rates, with a new 50% discount for companies in

the retail, hospitality, and leisure sectors, lasting for one year. Additionally, both fuel and

alcohol duties were cut by the Chancellor, alongside a cut to Universal Credit taper rate by

8%, from 63% to 55%.

– Public Services: The year-long pay freeze for public sector workers is set to end. Additionally,

with Covid creating record high waiting times, the Budget confirmed an increase of £44bn for

healthcare. This will add to the funds gained from the Health and Social Care Levy on

National Insurance Tax.

– Transport: The Chancellor unveiled spending of £21bn on roads and £46bn on railways, and

a guarantee to spend £5.7bn for London-style transport systems to be developed across city

regions. Additionally, a lower rate of air passenger duty for domestic flights and a higher

passenger duty for long flights was unveiled.

– Levelling Up: New funding was announced for local-based and community-orientated

organisations working on projects such as youth clubs, museums and regional theatres.



Headline policy announcements
In numbers
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Tech
The 2021 Budget

– Sunak set out his ambitions to make the UK a science and technology superpower. This

included:

▪ 1.1% of GDP to be spent on R&D by the end of this Parliament. £22bn target for

R&D spending will be maintained but pushed back until 2026/27 with £20bn being

spend by the end of this Parliament.

▪ Government will expand qualifying expenditure to include data and cloud computing

costs.

▪ A continuation of £5bn funding for Project Gigabit.

▪ £180m of the £500m Shared Rural Network funding will be spent over the next

three years on improving 4G mobile coverage to 95% of the UK.

▪ Innovate UK funding for core UK programmes will increase to around £1bn per year

by 2024-25.

▪ Over £110m for the new online safety regime.

– The DCMS budget will see a £0.6bn cash increase over the Parliament to £2.7bn in

2024-25.



Health
The 2021 Budget

Spending

– Healthcare spending will increase by over £44bn by the end of this Parliament, rising to £177bn –

the highest health capital budget since 2010. Specifically, Sunak pledged:

▪ £2.3bn to increase diagnostic capacity with at least 100 community diagnostic centres.

▪ £2.1bn to support the innovative use of digital technology.

▪ £1.5bn for new surgical hubs, increased bed capacity and equipment to help elective services

recover, including surgeries and other medical procedures.

▪ £4.2bn for 40 new hospitals and over 70 hospital upgrades.

▪ £5bn for health-related R&D, £95m of which will go to the Office for Life Sciences for delivery

of the Government’s Life Sciences Vision, including to address systemic barriers to the access

and uptake of cutting-edge innovations in the NHS.

– On the workforce, he reaffirmed commitments for 50,000 more nurses and 50m more Primary

Care appointments, as well as committing to funding the biggest intakes of medical students and

nurses.

Public health

– Health disparities will be tackled through:

▪ Maintaining the Public Health Grant.

▪ Continuing the annual £100m investment to help people maintain a healthy weight.

▪ Investing in the Start for Life offer for families, reaching an additional £66m in 2024-25,

including parent-infant mental health support.

– Sunak announced an alcohol tax based on the strength of the drink to protect public health.



Energy
The 2021 Budget

The Chancellor did not make any new funding announcements other than the cancellation of

the planned rise in fuel duty, but instead reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to the

following policies:

- UK-wide investment of £240m for the Net Zero Hydrogen Fund and £1bn for the Carbon

Capture Usage & Storage (CCUS) Infrastructure Fund.

- Funding for the £1bn Net Zero Innovation Portfolio, announced in the Ten Point Plan.

- £380m for the UK’s world-leading offshore wind sector, to boost jobs and investment across

the Union.

- £27m for the Aberdeen Energy Transition Zone, helping to transform North East Scotland

into a globally integrated energy cluster, and £5m for the Global Underwater Hub,

supporting the growth of green technologies across the subsea sector in Aberdeen and the

North and South of England.

- £315m for the Industrial Energy Transformation Fund which will help firms cut their carbon

emissions and reduce energy bills. This will support industrial clusters in Teesside,

Humberside, East Scotland, Merseyside, South Wales and Southampton.



Transport
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– Driver Crisis

▪ Temporary visas to tackle driver shortages; extension of HGVs levy suspension extended to

2023 and freezing Vehicle Excise Duty for heavy goods vehicles.

– Levelling Up

▪ Allocating £1.7bn of the Levelling Up Fund to 100 projects across the UK, including in

Sunderland, South Leicester, Sunderland, Doncaster, Ashton under Lyne, Clwyd South, and

West Leeds.

– Rail

▪ Confirmed that an Integrated Rail Plan will be published soon.

▪ £35bn of rail investment including High Speed Two, rail enhancement and vital renewals to

boost connectivity across the country – focusing on the Midlands and the North.

– Local Transport

▪ £5.7bn for eight English city regions to transform local transport networks through London-

style integrated settlements.

▪ £2.6bn for local road upgrades and £5bn for local road maintenance.

– Net Zero

▪ £6.1bn to support policies in the Transport Decarbonisation Plan.

▪ £416m of UK-wide R&D funding for programmes to help commercialise low and zero

emission transport technologies.

– Aviation

▪ Lower Air Passenger Duty (APD) for internal UK flights from April 2023.

▪ Increased APD for ultra long haul flights over 5,500 miles.



Opposition reaction 
The 2021 Budget

Shadow Chancellor Rachel Reeves MP delivered the Opposition’s response, following Keir Starmer’s

positive COVID-19 test. However, the Shadow Chancellor showed no signs of rust and delivered an

impassioned, scathing speech that was heavy in rhetoric but a little light on criticisms of specific

measures announced in the Chancellor’s speech.

Reeve’s key message was this: “Never have the British people been asked to pay so much for so

little.” Reeves outlined an alternative reality to the Chancellor’s vision, where working families are

facing increases to NI, higher energy bills and waiting months for NHS treatment.

The Shadow Chancellor attacked the economic predictions put forward by the OBR and criticised the

Government as the ‘Party of low-growth’. Blaming an unfair tax system, wasteful spending and

inaction in the pandemic that led to Europe’s worst death toll and the hardest hit economy, these

were effective arguments, but addressed the Government more broadly, rather than the measures

within the Budget.

Aside from comments about Universal Credit, the tax system and the minimum wage increase, there

was little in rebuke to any specific announcements. It’s of course difficult for Labour to criticise a

Government that is spending so much, but the fact that the Chancellor spent more time talking about

alcohol duty and than social care feels like an opportunity missed for Reeves.

As Reeves asserted, the devil is in the detail, and there are sure to be more targeted criticisms from

the Shadow Front Bench once their teams have analysed the full Budget document, but in terms of an

opposition response, the overwhelming feeling was that the Shadow Chancellor landed a lot of jabs

but no killer blow.


